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 ICE INFLATABLE
 Design of a structure for the colonisation
 of Mars, with NASA.

 Scenario:
1 Transportation of a light, inflatable habitat
 (with a special transparent skin to protect
 against cosmic radiation).
2 Inflation on Mars.
3 Extraction of water from the permafrost
 soil (heat process).
4 The inflatable is filled with this water,
 which freezes.
5 Solar and wind protection.

R&SIE(N) –ARCHITECTS



CARL DE KEYZER – PHOTOGRAPHER

Former gulags, prison camp #15,
Krasnoyarsk region, Siberia,Russia
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DAI FUJIKURA – COMPOSER TAKESHI NAGANUMA – MICROBIOLOGIST
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OLAFUR ELIASSON – ARTIST

Your waste of time, 2006
6 Tons of Vatnajökull ice taken from Jökulsárlón
on the south coast of Iceland
Cooling aggregate, styrofoam, wood, lacquer
Variable dimensions
Installation view: neugerriemschneider, Berlin, 2006
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OLAFUR ELIASSON – ARTIST

The images shown here are the very first
high speed film traces made of a skater
skating on klapskates.The skater in the
film is Tonny de Jong during the pre-season
of the breakthrough of the klapskate in
international level speed skating.
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JOHN FINNEY – PHYSICIST
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Ice Ic Ice Ih Ice II Ice III

Ice IV Ice V Ice VI Ice VII

Ice VIII Ice IX Ice X Ice XI

Ice XII* Ice XIII* Ice XIV*

* ‘sculpted’ ice structures
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ALI RAHIM – ARCHITECT
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INFLECTING ORGANIZATIONS
Purpose: Office tower
Size: 350,000 square feet
Completion: 2010
Location: Dubai,UAE
Budget: withheld
Materials: glass, concrete, fibreglass and steel
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SYLVIA PONT – PSYCHOLOGIST AND PHYSICIST
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THE PSYCHOPHYSICS OF ICE

How can we see that ice is ice, not paper, not water? Can we see the
difference between ice and glass or ice and a rhinestone? What are the
essential ingredients of ice-perception?Material recognition in general
depends on its colour, reflectance and light transmittance, texture, the
object shape and familiarity, the illumination and context, and the scale at
which we look at it.

What is the colour of ice? Icebergs and glaciers have an overall white
appearance due to air bubbles and cracks, with bluish streaks and
crevasses and occasional dark brown or black dust or dirt layers.The
bluishness of clear bubble-free ice or refrozen melt water is caused by
‘Rayleigh scattering’,the same phenomenon at work behind blue sky or
blue eyes. But what is the colour of a simple, home-frozen ice cube?

Clear ice is transparent. Light will reflect on its surface or be transmitted
into the ice. The light rays will follow the law of reflection (angle of
incidence is equal to angle of reflection) and have the colour of the
illumination, which might be direct (a light source) or that of an object
which has reflected the light (indirect). Upon transmission, the light might
reflect on the border between the ice and its surrounding material once
or many times, and finally exit the ice.Reflection and transmittance
depend on the refraction indices (the ratio of the speed of light in
vacuum to that in matter) and on the angle of incidence of the light.
These mechanisms are described by the Fresnel equations.The
reflectance at normal incidence in air is 2% for ice, 4% for glass, 11% for
crystal and 17% for diamond.Although we can completely describe the
optics we still need to relate it to the perceptual abilities of human
observers. Arctic icebergs, glaciers and snow are translucent. In contrast
to the well-defined paths in clear ice the light entering will immediately
be scattered in all directions and in part be absorbed.The way in which
the light exits the ice is dependent on the transmittance and absorbance
of the material and on the shape of the ice.

We know how to approach the fundamental scattering mechanisms of
several types of ice but there are still important aspects missing in our
model. If we render a cube with perfectly smooth edges and faces, it
would not look like ice at all. The structure and shape of ice, with smaller
and larger irregularities and possibly cracks and air bubbles is another
determinant of its appearance. These cause “texture”, which is, in the
case of transparent materials, related to their illumination, and a
complicated mixture of the elements in their environment due to the
combined effects of reflections and transmissions. In the photographs
below we can see that such elements are another necessary ingredient
for convincing ice rendering.
Little scientific research has been done so far on this topic

but I for one would like to know whether you can
see which cubes are ice and which are fake.

fig.1
Fake ice

fig.2
Real frozen ice.

fig.1

fig.2
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FERRAN ADRIÀ – CHEF

Ingredients for 10 persons

For the fresh liquorice jus
50 g fresh liquorice stick
150 g water
0.1 g ascorbic acid

For the fresh liquorice jus texlavazza
150 g fresh liquorice jus
(ready prepared)

Other
1,000 g liquid nitrogen

LIQUORICE NITRO-DRAGON

Description of preparation

1. Peel the liquorice with a peeler and place in water with
the ascorbic acid so it does not oxidise.
2. Crush the liquorice in the water in the blender and infuse
cold in the refrigerator for 24 hours.
3. Strain through a superbag.
4. Keep refrigerated.

Ascorbic acid (vitamin C) is used as an antioxidant.

1. Put the fresh liquorice jus in the milkshaker and shake
until its has quadrupled in volume.
2. Leave to stand at room temperature for 15 mins so the
foam made stabilises it.

Finishing Touches/Presentation

1. Use two soupspoons to make 4 cm diameter balls of
texlavazza of fresh liquorice jus and place them in the
liquid nitrogen.
2. Leave in for 15 secs, turn over and cook for a further 15 secs.
3. Serve quickly on a frozen board.

As the diner eats the nitro-dragon of liquorice, they should
exhale the air through their nostrils.



ICEHOTEL
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JIM CRILLY – BIOPHYSICIST

FIG. 1B RAPID SLUSH FREEZING – MANY SMALL ‘PEBBLES’
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WOLFGANG STUPPY – BOTANIST
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Take ice for example or,
better, google it.You’ll learn
that the packing of atoms in
the most exquisite snowflake
is riddled with defects.
And the disorder runs even
deeper: at the level of protons,
all is random.
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MARJORIE SENECHAL – MATHEMATICIAN

103 STEPHEN VAUGHAN – PHOTOGRAPHER
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SUDEEP SEN – POET

137 STEPHEN VAUGHAN – PHOTOGRAPHER
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DEIRDRE MCKAY – COMPOSER
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ICE ETCHINGS
brittle, metallic fractures of sound and subdued,
resonating echoes shaped my first thoughts…
increasingly evoking visual imaginings of expansive
plateaux of ice
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JOSEPH NAIR – PHOTOGRAPHER
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TROPICAL ICE
Three degrees from the equator there is no ice
save the cubes that water down drinks unnoticed.
Yet by windows warm sweat pours from tropical sunexposed
backs, the front meets artificial cold poured
from vents of air-conditioning and in between lies the
coldest, the frozen.

The winter of the soul brings blanketing blank white in
black pupils. Our icy insides masked in
the activity,exposed only whenwe pause for the season of
shortest commute.

Unnoticed is our ice of the tropics.


